There is a risk of serious injury or death from drowning. Paddle sports can be very dangerous and physically demanding. The user of this product acknowledges, understands, and assumes the risks involved in paddle sports. Observe the following safety guidelines and safe operating practices whenever using this product:

- Always wear a properly fitted personal flotation device.
- Do not paddle if the water is unsafe due to strong winds, storm, or cold water.
- Do not paddle alone.
- Do not operate the board under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
- Always wear an approved personal flotation device.
- There is a risk of serious injury or death from drowning. Paddle sports can be very dangerous and physically demanding.

**MODELTECHFIN SET Upspecs**

| Size          | FCS Touring 9” | Thruster | Quad/Center
|---------------|----------------|----------|-------------
| Thickness     | 6.0” / 6.0” / 4.75” | 18.2” | 23.7” |
| Tail Width    | 12.6” X 26” | 17.5” | 23.7” |
| Volume        | 300 L / 237 L | 250 L | 185 L |
| Max Rider Wgt | 175 kg / 159 L | 170 kg / 159 L | 210 kg / 185 L |

**FCS Touring 9”**

- Designed to perform well in flatwater conditions.
- Equipped with EVA deck pad with soft comfortable grip for paddlers.
- Rails are tuned to respond to the paddle holder and a full shoulder carry handle.
- The revolutionary X-Stream Technology, with triple PVC Rail band, increases paddle grip and reactivity, turning tighter with a 2.5” wider center stringer band running the full length of the board.

**Sereneity**

- SUPKIDS 8' (up to 40 kg)
- SUPKIDS RACER (up to 60 kg)
- SUPKIDS LITE (up to 105 kg)

**STARSHIP SURF**

- STARSHIP DASHAMA
- STARSHIP DRIVE
- STARSHIP BLEND

**Tips**

- Check your equipment prior to each use for tears, wear, or failure.
- Avoid abrasion on sharp objects.
- Launch from an even surface.
- Keep away from sharp objects when transporting.

**INFLATABLE USER MANUAL**

**Questions to Ask**

Q: What is the difference between Zen and Deluxe Inflatable Technologies?

A: Deluxe Inflatable Technologies makes this series our lightest and stiffest inflatable boards ever. A: The first Inflatable Touring version.

Q: If I puncture my board, can I repair it by myself?

A: Yes, you can replace the punctured area yourself using our recommended patch kit. For more information, visit our inflatable board repair page.

Q: How far do I tighten the screws on the fins?

A: The air is releasing as the valve spring pin has been left in the deflating position. Simply push down and turn the pin until it lifts up into the inflation position.

Q: If I leave my board inflated, how do I keep it from deflating?

A: If leaving the board inflated, it is best to remove from direct sunlight and deflate the board at least to 10PSI.

Q: What is the impact of wind on my board?

A: Strong wind can make your board difficulty to catch. Join us in playing with friends.

Q: How far do I deflated my board?

A: The deflated volume of your board is 125 liters. The perfect summer viewing. It’s the whopper in Club World Surf Polo board. The revolutionary X-Stream Technology, with triple PVC Rail band, increases paddle grip and reactivity, turning tighter with a 2.5” wider center stringer band running the full length of the board.

Q: How far do I fix my board if I damaged it by myself?

A: If you puncture your board, we can repair it by yourself using our recommended patch kit. For more information, visit our inflatable board repair page.
INFLATABLE BOARD

INFLATE BOARD

To inflate your board use the pump provided and follow the instructions below.

1. Align fin inwards facing box with the fin box slot.
2. Push fin in and twist clockwise to lock it in a DOWN position.
3. Push the fin all way down into the box.
4. Tighten the side fin with the nut included in the box (but don’t tighten too tight).
5. Push down the side fin with the nut included in the box.
6. To remove the fin, push up and out of the box.
7. Roll up your board from the nose to the tail of the board, roll up and push it back in the bag.

DEFlate BOARD

To deflate your board, follow the instructions below:

1. Align side fin towards the back and slide the base of the board.
2. Slide center fin all the way through the fin box, push it up until it is free.
3. Push down the base fin, push it up until it is free.
4. To remove the valve cover by twisting counter-clockwise.
5. Release valve cover by pushing the valve button in and tighten in clockwise direction to lock in place.

TIPS & PRECAUTIONS

• Before long trips, ensure the board has been inflated and has maintained pressure for a minimum of 24 hours.
• Inflate your board faster and easier with continuous pumping.
• Inflate your board up to 1800 PSI, however, the remaining pressure should be achieved using the hand pump to avoid over-inflation.
• Do not use or store the board in this wake valley area of your board.
• All accessories sold separately
• Available with Bolt Carbon, Enduro Carbon, Enduro Tiki Tech, Technifex and Fishtape for inflatable boards.

FIN BOX

• 2-3 pc ADJUSTABLE SHAFT

- Compatible with all Ram accessories.
- STAR Mount is your perfect exploring companion.
- From GoPro to phone holder, companion.

D/RING

• Central rail

• Center fin

• Handle with removable pin

• Removable back fin

• Adjustable T-shaped handle

• Neoprene Air Valve Cover

• Bungie Cover

• Handle

• Support straps

• Hiking Back handles

• Short for easy board roll up.

ASSOCIATIONS *

• Dagger, Sup and race leash

• Strong carbon surf leash

• Surf Lengths

• Double stainless steel swivels

• Key pocket

• 8', 10' and 12' surf lengths or 8' coil race

• 4, 5', 6' for lightweight leash.

SUPPLIES REQUIRED SURFACE PREPARATION

• Brush

• Towel

• Acetone or methyl ethyl ketone

• Epoxy Glue

PREPARING THE BOARD

1. Clean the area around the cut or puncture with acetone or M.E.K.  
2. Scrub the area down the cut or puncture using acetone or M.E.K.
3. Draw the outline of the patch using chalk or pencil (do not use ink).
4. Cut the patch, cover the cut or puncture with an appropriate patch.
5. Return valve cover, tighten in clockwise direction to lock in place.

PREPARING THE PATCH

• 2-3 pc ADJUSTABLE SHAFT

- Starboard 2 and 3 piece paddles connect using a secure spring pin system and comes with an additional Tiki Clamp and a register system to reduce any play. The 3 piece paddle, when fully detached, measures only 85cm and easily fits inside the Inflatable Magic Bag.

SNAP REGISTER SYSTEM

• Double stainless steel swivels

• 6mm light race leash

• 9mm strong cord surf leash

• Key pocket

• 8', 10' and 12' surf lengths or 8' coil race

• 4, 5', 6' for lightweight leash.

ADD-OnS

• Calf, Ankle and Racing option

• 9mm strong cord surf leash

• 6mm light race leash

• Double stainless steel swivels

• Key pocket

• 8', 10' and 12' surf lengths or 8' coil race

• 4, 5', 6' for lightweight leash.

WARRANTY

Please see the Starboard Warranty Claim form supplied with your board for more details. Enjoy exploring.